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Learning Objectives

• In this talk, I am outlining the necessity of broadening the 

concept of coaching based on changes in organizational 

leadership and the structure of work delivery. As a result, I 

am introducing a new discipline of coaching called 

cognitive coaching which focuses on the complexity of 

clients’ and coaches’ internal dialog or ‘thinking’.

• I would to enable the audience to understand the following:
– The new landscape of organizational work

– The new requirements for becoming a requisite organization

– The new function of coaching and mentoring in organizations under distributed 

leadership

– The interdependence of ‘Job 1’ and ‘Job 2’ (Size of Role and Size of Person)

– The difference between social-emotional and cognitive coaching

– The need for cognitive coaches to learn and model complex dialogue based on 

learning about the ‘thought-form’ structure of dialogue

– Steps in learning ways of listening to complex movements-in-thought in individuals 

and teams

© 2018 Laske and Associates
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… and of coaching



Coaching Must Follow Leadership

• As notions of leadership change, notions of coaching have to adapt 

to them.

• Wherever hierarchical leadership (concentrated in a few executives) 

gives way to team-based and distributed leadership, coaching 

needs additional tools and new ways of supporting the delivery of 

work.

• Wherever organizational hierarchies dissolve, contributors’ self 

concept is weakened and their risk of failure at work increases. This, 

in turn, increases the importance of attending to their personal 

developmental agenda .

• Where ‘empowering’ replaces ‘controlling’ and ‘experimentation’ 

replaces ‘planning’, coaches must learn about contributors’ “vertical” 

development over the life span.

• At this time, the coaching profession is not prepared to engage with 

contributors as individuals subject to lifespan development. 5



Coaching For Capability

• Organizations transitioning to distributed leadership comprise a 

network of teams whose members are required to switch roles while 

working in one and the same team. 

• The need for switching roles leads to the obsolescence of 

‘competence’ models and the ascendance of models of ‘capability’. 

• CAPABILITY is the ability to do work assigned to, or volunteered for, 

at a level of the individual’s full developmental readiness, and with 

resources for mastering proximal development to the next level.

• Coaches need to learn how to assess such readiness.

• Coaching for Capability differs from ‘behavioral coaching’ in that it 

pays foremost attention to “vertical” development across the life 

span.

• Within vertical development, such coaching pays foremost attention 

to the relationship between two dimensions of adult development.

6



Learning Is Not ‘Development’
Developmental Coaching Differs from Behavioral Coaching
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Horizontal Learning 

Behavioral Coaching

‘Competence’ and 

&’Learning’

‘Job 1’

Vertical Development: 

Developmental Coaching

‘Capability’ and ‘Development’

‘Job 2’. Its 2 dimensions are 

(1) social-emotional, (2) 

cognitive

WORK

Work is located at the intersection 

of the horizontal and the vertical 

axis.



Balancing ‘Job 1’ and ‘Job 2’             

Through Coaching
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‘Work’ comprises two ‘jobs’: (1) the delivery of work assigned or 

volunteered for (Job 1), and (2) the developmental work the 

worker/contributor has to do on him- or herself (Job 2). Both are 

(and always were) inseparable. 

Assigned Work Contributor’s Develop-

mental Profile and Needs



Coaching in a ‘Deliberately Developmental 

Organization’ (DDO)

• A DDO is a team-based organization whose members are active in more 

than a single team and are able to switch roles while working in one and the 

same team and in moving from team to team.

• Such an organization must pay primary attention to Job 2 – team members’ 

developmental journey and agenda – in order to achieve a flexible balance 

of Job 1 and Job 2; they must support and enable contributors’ 

developmental readiness.

• To promote developmental readiness companies need to create an 

enabling environment (not just a learning environment) of which coaching 

focused on vertical development is a crucial piece.

• Readying contributors for specific kinds of work requires coaches to:

– learn about the dimensions of adult development over the life span

– master the tools necessary for assessing them and consulting to team 

members in a way not taught in behavioral coach education.

9



Four Stages of Vertical Development          

in Two Dimensions
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(green: social-emotional ➔ meaning making;

yellow: cognitive ➔ sense making
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Coaches need to help their clients give answers to two overriding questions 
every individual can be assumed to ask in his/her internal dialogue:
- The social emotional question: How, at this point in my development, do I 
position myself in the role I’m playing in- and outside of my team in terms of the 
question ‘what should I do and for whom’? 
- The cognitive question: How, at this point in my development, regardless of my 
present competencies, am I making sense of the real world. What are my biases, 
assumptions and are my predominant thought forms (ways of thinking)?

Giving coaches the mandate to make and share observations about how 
members of a team internally answer these questions helps team members to 
integrate their Job 2 (developmental agenda) into their Job 1. 

Developmental Team Coaches 

Distinguish Job 1 from Job 2
- Job 1 comprises the task(s) team members commit to do given their role and competences. 
This job is mostly client- and expertise driven. How this job is performed determines the 
current revenue stream of the company. 
- Job 2 is the self-developmental job team members need to do to maintain their own self 
concept and integrity, especially in situations they find threatening and overwhelming (e.g., 
when having to fulfil different roles). Coaches need to know how to assess and unfold team 
members’ developmental potential for future organizational practices to emerge. 

Adapted from Jan De Visch, Dynamic Collaboration Playbook 2018
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The Internal Structure of ‘Job 2’

Job 2 comprises two dimensions: social-emotional (stance) and cognitive (tools).

Stance: ‘What should I do and for whom’? [internal positioning]

Tools: ‘What can I do and what are my options’? [complexity of thinking]

social-emotional

cognitive

comprehensively 

‘developmental’



Four Zones of Team Members’                      

Proximal Development 

• Developmental readiness can be defined based on the degree to which a person’s Job 2 

“overwhelms” Job 1, thereby incapacitating the person’s work delivery. With Vygotsky, we can 

distinguish four observable degrees of developmental readiness. 

– Zone 1: the contributor’s or team’s Job 2 profile does not overwhelm Job 1.

– Zone 2: the contributor or team can self-support as long as his/her Job 2 issues are 

addressed by the organization.

– Zone 3: the contributor or team needs substantive coaching or mentoring support to avoid 

Job 1 from becoming overwhelmed by Job 2.

– Zone 4: the contributor or team is beyond help whatever is done to support him or her in their 

Job 2 functioning.

• Each zone is characterized by a particular equilibrium of social-emotional and cognitive 

maturity.

• Social-emotional and cognitive levels of development often diverge. This creates degrees of 

developmental risk at which team members may find themselves.

• CDF, the Constructive Developmental Framework on which this presentation is based, is 

designed to teach assessing as well as supporting degrees of developmental readiness in 

individuals as well as teams.

• A coach schooled in CDF is able to assess whether a client fails for reasons of lack of social-

emotional (ED) or cognitive development (CD), or both. S(he) can determine empirically the Zone 

in which a person performs ‘Job 1’ (which can be different in different venues or teams).

14



Focus of ‘Job 2’ in Coaching: How many aspects of your client(s)’ role 
are open to proximal development to the next level?

© 2018 Dynamic Collaboration
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‘Job 2’ – where you are going developmentally – is inseprable from how you do ‘Job 1’

Comfort 
zone

Stretch

Zone of proximal
development

Anxiety Zone [Barrier]

No-Development Zone
Zone 1 Zone 4

Zone 2

Zone 3

Organizational Failure Occurs When     

Job 2 Overwhelms Job 1
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The Notion of ‘Upwardly’ and ‘Downwardly 

Divided Teams

• Most if not all teams are ‘developmentally mixed’, encompassing different 

developmental levels both social-emotionally and cognitively.

• Team division occurs on all three levels of team complexity.

• The structure of a team can be understood more deeply if an assessment is 

made as to the (im-) balance of the developmental majority and minority of 

a team.

• A team majority can be ‘dragged down’ in its vision and complexity of 

thinking by a powerful and less developed minority.

• Wherever a less developed majority [or minority] ‘drags down’ a more highly 

developed minority [or majority], Job 2 overwhelms Job 1 and the team 

becomes ‘downwardly divided’.

• Teams that either comprise a highly developed majority or include a 

minority that can prevail over a less developed majority (which is rare) are 

said to be ‘upwardly divided’.



© 2018 Dynamic Collaboration 17
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Reasons for 
Failure Under 

Distributed 
Leadership

* J. De Visch & O. Laske, 
“Dynamic Collaboration”, 2018

Lack of Complex Thinking
(Pensamiento Dialectico)

Disregard of Maturity Level

Over-Reliance on Success 

and Performance

Bias Towards Action; 

Lack of Reflection

Bias Toward ‘Fitting In’; Failure to 

Use One’s Strengths

Bias Toward Expert Knowledge; 

Lack of Engagement

Developmental Coaching Works to Alleviate 

These Organizational Biases …



Re-Definition of Coaching

• Execution of assigned work (Job 1) is inseparable from the degree of the 

contributor’s developmental readiness to deliver work (Job 2). In 

hierarchical organizations this fact has not been paid attention to.

• The disappearance of hierarchy increases contributors’ psychological and 

developmental vulnerability since s(he) is no longer sheltered – in his/her 

self concept – by clearly assigned roles and placement in a hierarchy.

• For this reason, the risk of Job 2 overwhelming Job 1 increases.

• In this situation, coaching needs to be redefined as focused on the 

relationship (in particular, the balance) between Job 1 and Job 2, both 

through assessment and coaching or mentoring proper.

• As a result, coaching needs to become ‘evidence-based’ in the sense that 

the coach has an obligation to know “whom” – developmentally speaking –

s(he) is coaching.

• This requires that the coach learns about the social-emotional and cognitive 

development of adults which (together with psychological profile) define Job 

2.

19



Team Coaches Are Increasingly Asked to 

Understand Developmental Team Differences

• Along a developmental spectrum, not only does Job 1 differ dramatically in different 

teams, teams themselves differ in their level of capability to do their Job 1 depending 

on how their majority & minority relate in terms of developmental profile of team 

members (Job 2).

• The higher the level of work carried out, the higher are the demands on contributors’ 

Job 2 profile.

• In terms of ‘work levels’, we can distinguish three types of teams, those focused on 

(1) continuous improvement (lowest level of team functioning), (2) end-to-end 

processes and value streams, and (3) business transformation.

• As we move from (1) to (3), individuals’ and team members’ requirements of being 

aware of their ‘movements-in-thought’ (“thinking”) become increasingly more 

demanding.

• Movements-in-thought are based on thought forms (TFs) one can identify, assess 

and teach.

• Since the use of TFs unfolds over phases of cognitive development, we can use 

classes of TFs ascertained in individual or team dialogue as a measure of thought 

complexity an individual or team is presently capable of.

• As coaches we can intervene with teams in terms of their present level of thought 

complexity and point to absences in their present thinking. 20



The Capital Question is: How Highly 

Developed Is the Coach??

• Effectiveness of coaching ultimately depends on the social-

emotional and cognitive maturity level of the coach, not on some 

‘coaching experience’ or ‘expertise’. 

• This lesson has not been learned in behavioral coaching which is 

still taught and practiced as a matter of some kind of competence 

considered regardless of developmental level.

• In coach education, too, it is high time to switch from behavioral to 

developmental coaching, thus from a focus on ‘competence’ to 

‘capability’, -- the full spectrum of developmentally influenced 

abilities, especially complex thinking.

• Coaches who are less developed than their clients actually do harm.

21



The Emergence of ‘Cognitive Coaching’     

as a Crucial Discipline

• At present, there exist few opportunities for coaches, especially 

team coaches, to learn practicing tools for boosting the cognitive 

development of adults, whether in individuals or team members.

• This is a severe problem especially in organizations transitioning to 

distributed leadership because the Job 2 issues of developmentally 

advanced teams are preponderantly cognitive, not social-emotional 

or psychological.

• In each of the 3 team We-Spaces distinguished above  – continuous 

improvement, end-to-end value streams, and business 

transformation – work with downwardly divided teams requires 

different levels of coach and mentor maturity.

• Coaches need to be able to discern aspects of ‘downward division’ 

in a team whose quality of dialogue is inadequate for tackling the 

issues the team has been formed to deal with and solve.

22



Cognitive Coaching in/of Teams

23



Upward and Downward Division in the 

‘Continuous Improvement’ We-Space

• In this ‘first-level’ (lowest) We-Space team members, teams are 

downwardly divided if the majority is less developed, especially 

cognitively, than the minority, and thus drags the former one ‘down’.

• This manifests as follows:

– The team is focused on service delivery rather than the processes by which the 

service could be optimized. 

– Team members are ‘functional specialists’ who do not see the ‘big picture’ of 

what they are doing (but rather on giving clients a more central position).

– The operations and associated processes they use are technologically fixed or 

‘given’.

– The data sets they use are based on static analytical models of reality and reflect 

specialized expertise rather than holistic thinking.

– As a consequence, team members think in terms of binary logic (strictly 

analytically) and therefore miss a systemic understanding of their own 

functioning within the organization.

– In upwardly divided first-level teams decisions are preceded by ‘better thinking’ 

involving doubting, probing, researching, and questioning linear relationships.
24



Upward and Downward Division in the End-

to-End Value Stream We-Space
• A team in which the majority of team members sticks to logical-

analytical thinking and therefore misses the ‘big picture’, is called 

‘downwardly divided’. The dialogue of a downwardly divided team is 

not complex enough for grasping and pursuing complex goals.

25
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Upward and Downward Division in the 

Business Transformation We-Space

• A team in which the majority of team members in this We-Space 

shows little transformational thinking is called ‘downwardly divided’. 

The dialogue of a downwardly divided teams is not holistic and 

systemic enough to do justice to the complexity of its mission.

26
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The Mental Space of Cognitive Coaching

In Light of the ‘Three Houses’

It is helpful to distinguish the ‘internal’ from the 

‘external’ workplace of contributors.

The structure of the internal workplace determines how 

work is mentally envisioned, constructed, and carried 

out. 

While Job 1 is mostly located in the external workplace, 

Job 2 is entirely resident in the internal workplace.

However, Job 1 (the work that is done) is rooted in Job 

2, thus the internal workplace.



How to Assess and Shift Upward                                

Insufficiently Self-Organized Teams

• Quality of team work is a matter of the quality of team dialogue.

• Cognitively ‘flat’ team dialogue makes teams ‘downwardly 

divided’.

• QUALITY OF TEAM DIALOGUE CAN BE MEASURED? 

• With the aid of DTF, the Dialectical Thought Form Framework, 

we can enter into the dynamics of individuals’ and teams’ 

thinking, by delving into the real-time ‘movements-in-thought’ of 

team members.

• These movements-in-thought are articulated in terms of classes 

of Thought Forms (TFs).

• To assess and understand team dialogue better, using the 

metaphor of the “Three Houses” is helpful.

20
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The Internal Partitions of the Internal Workplace
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Job 2 Job 1

Developmental



The Houses: Internal Partitions                         

of Clients’ (And Coaches’) Internal Workplace

• Coaching becomes more transparent and effective if the coach is alert to 

the mental subspace or ‘House’ a client is presently addressing, and is able 

to notice that the client resides ‘between’ two Houses (without noticing).

• Clients are most immediately situated in their Task House and can therefore 

be asked what their main function and agenda looks like, and how they 

integrate the different roles they play when carryout out their task(s).

• Clients are mostly unaware of how they move between their Task House 

(function and roles) into the Organizational House (work environment), and 

therefore fail to take different perspectives on that house.

• Clients are least aware of how far their own psychological profile and 

development determines their work and life agenda, thus their Self House.

• This is equally true of teams, especially at low levels of complex thinking 

such as found in teams focused on ‘continuous improvement’.

• The higher the level of team work complexity, the higher is the need to be 

aware of one’s internal workplace. 

31



Developmental Interviewing As                             

Royal Road to Developmental Coaching

• Pedagogically, evidence-based developmental coaching has a strong link with social-

emotional and cognitive interviewing because it requires to listen not just ‘actively’ but 

with the focus on the quality of the client’s dialog with the coach, whether individual or 

team.

• The optimal schooling for such coaching is becoming expert in semi-structured 

interviewing that is geared either to determining the speaker’s stage of meaning 

making or phase of cognitive development.

• An individual’s and team’s phase of cognitive development can be determined by an 

interview that charts an individual’s and team member’s use of thought forms in 

real time.

• A CDF-schooled coach is only as good as is his/her interviewing, whether social-

emotional or cognitive.
• In this perspective, ‘coaching’ becomes a new kind of ‘decoding’ meaning and sense in real time’, by asking:

– In which House is the client presently speaking? 

– Is s(he) meandering between the Houses or conflating important distinctions between them?

– Is the client or team stuck in the Task House without seeing determining relationships to the other Houses?

– From what social-emotional stage is the client speaking?

– Based on what class of thought forms is the client formulating his/her train of thought (and what, therefore, is 

absent from her thinking)?

32
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Thinking Is a Dialogue with Yourself that is 

Based on Thought Forms (TFs)

Your internal dialog is the basis of all of your external 

communications …
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The Task of the Cognitive Coach

• The task of the cognitive coach is to act as a mediator between the client and his 

or her thinking in/between the Three Houses. 

• By taking the client’s thinking as object, and reflecting upon it, the coach together with 

the client can model better—more fluid, constructive, and systemic—ways of knowing.

• To do cognitive coaching, coaches need learn to master a certain number of Thought 

Forms (TFs), and to use them as Prompts as well as Mind Openers during real-time 

coaching conversations. 

• Understanding how the client responds to cognitive prompts of the coach helps the 

coach “see” where the client’s thinking is one-sided, weakly developed, or flat (one-

sidedly and exclusively logical).

• With the help of the coach, the client him- or herself can learn to take his/her own 

thinking as Object (meta-thinking), and thus reflect upon it, -- something difficult to do in 

listening to yourself rather than listening to another person.

• DTF, the Dialectical Thought Form Framework, is an optimal enabling environment for 

rehearsing complex dialogue between coach and client, and for coaching work in teams



The Broad Functionality of Thought Forms 

(TFs)

• DTF Thought Forms are thought patterns that have a strong 

relationship with “how the world works” in contrast to “how humans 

think”. 

• They have a broad range of useful functions, as follows:

Question generators

Cognitive challenge generators

Tools for finding alternatives and new possibilities

Tools for holistically understanding goals, situations, events, and 

scenarios

Tools for broadening a conceptual field (area of discourse)

Tools for building novel TF constellations (relative to a specific 

subject matter

Holistic causality analysis tools

Tools for analyzing depth and complexity of dialog in individuals, 

groups, teams, and circles in real time, ‘on the fly’.

35
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Knowledge and Practice of Four ‘Classes of Thought Forms’ 

Enables the Coach to Assess as well as Boost the Quality of 

Dialogue in Individual and Team Coaching

STRUCTURE (S)



Charting a Client’s Cognitive Profile 

Based on Quality of Dialogue

• One of the most general functions of TFs (in DTF) is to measure  -- and give 

feedback on -- a client’s Cognitive Profile, that is, to determine “where the 

client presently is cognitive-developmentally” as shown by his/her use of 

TFs in individual or team dialogue.

• This is the case since developmentally TFs appear in their totality in 

consciousness only gradually over the adult life span.

• We distinguish four ‘phases’ of TF development in adults:

• Phase 1: Structure TFs dominate thinking

• Phase 2: Some Process and Relationship TFs enter thinking

• Phase 3: Beginning integration of S-, P-, and R-TFs

• Phase 4: Full integration of all four classes of TFs.

• Therefore, by systematically scrutinizing recorded dialogue with an 

individual or team, the coach can determine their present cognitive profile, 

and thus can also determine whether a team is downwardly or upwardly 

divided.

• S(he) can then plan coaching interventions accordingly. 37



DTF as a Basis of Developmental Listening 

and ‘Meta-Thinking’

• DTF is a result of cognitive science research since 1975.

• It combines the findings of Basseches (1984), Bhaskar (1993), 

Jacques’ (1998), and myself (1999), and has been used to teach 

cognitive coaching at IDM since the year 2000.

• Thought forms are best learned by LISTENING to others, it being 

difficult, at first, to scrutinize one’s own thinking and speaking in real 

time. 

• Listening is best schooled through the practice of ‘cognitive 

interviewing’ in which a client is interviewed about his/her work 

through a 1-hr semi-structured interview. 

• An alternative way of absorbing thought forms is being a listener to 

real-time team dialogue; however, the ability to listen in this way 

already presupposes cognitive interviewing experience.

38
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